License Agreement
This License Agreement (hereinafter referred to as the “Agreement”) begins on
05/12-2021 by and between the following parties:
Danheim ApS, a company residing at Arnold Nielsens Boulevard 130, 1. th., 2650
Hvidovre (hereinafter referred to as the “Licensor”)
And
You (hereinafter referred to as the “Licensee”)
WHEREAS, this Agreement is made for the Licensor to assign a License to the
Licensee as per the terms outlined in the clauses below.
NOW, THEREFORE, In consideration of the mutual promises and undertakings
made by the parties herein, the Licensor and the Licensee (individually, each a
“Party” and collectively, the “Parties”) agree to the following terms and conditions:

Terms and Conditions
1. Grant of License
Accordingly, the Licensor assigns to the Licensee the non-exclusive, non-limited and
non-assignable worldwide right to use the Licensor’s logos and some of the
Licensor’s specific designs, which are in image format and are outlined in the
following webpage: https://danheimmusic.com/royalty-free-images-license/, as well
as the Licensor’s artist name “Danheim” for free for the Licensee’s commercial
benefit of selling merchandise. Hence, the Licensee would hereby be authorized to
use and sell their own merchandise and retain 100% of their earnings from using the
Licensor’s logos, designs and “Danheim”.
2. Copyrights and Other Restrictions to the License
The License assigned by the Licensor to the Licensee can only be used for
merchandise and clothing. No other purposes are allowed.
Additionally, the License cannot be used for nefarious purposes like harassments,
racism and other similar things. Conducting any unethical behavior and/or
misleading and deceiving consumers or the public will be deemed a breach of this
Agreement. The Licensee hereby agrees not to run any reputational risks for the
Licensor.
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Accordingly, the Licensor shall not be liable for any incidental, special or punitive
damages and/or any harm, injury, loss of revenue/earnings/profit as a result of this
License. The Licensee hereby agrees and understands that the Licensor cannot be
liable under any circumstances whatsoever due to anything related to this
Agreement and this License. The Licensee hereby further agrees to hold the
Licensor harmless against any claims from third parties regarding this Agreement
and License. The Licensee shall bear all responsibility and liability exclusively
against any claims.
Furthermore, the License cannot be used for CDs, DVDs and other similar media
formats, or anything music related.
The Licensee hereby acknowledges that the Licensor will retain all of the intellectual
property rights related to the Licensor’s logos, designs and the Artist’s name
“Danheim” including without limitation to, copyrights, trademarks, patents and other
similar things.
3. Indemnification of Legal Fees, Out-of-Pocket expenses and Liability for
Breach
If the Licensee breaches this Agreement, the Licensor shall be compensated by the
Licensee for its reasonable legal fees and out-of-pocket expenses which in any way
relate to the breach of this Agreement.
The Licensee acknowledges that compliance with this Agreement is necessary to
protect the goodwill and other proprietary interests of the Licensor and that a breach
of this Agreement will also give rise to irreparable and continuing injury to the
Licensor.
Therefore, the Licensee agrees that breach of this Agreement will give the right to
the Licensor to seek damages for any losses and damages incurred as a result of
breach of this Agreement and/or in connection with such violation.
4. Governing Laws
This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of Denmark. Any disputes that are
arising between the parties must be settled in a competent court in Denmark.
5. Termination
The Licensor has the absolute, complete and full right to terminate this Agreement at
any moment without notice and without cause. The effect of the termination shall be
the fact that all rights assigned and granted to the Licensee will no longer have an
effect.
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6. Entire Agreement
This Agreement represents the entire agreement between the two parties,
completely replacing any other previous written or verbal agreements concerning the
relationship of the two parties.
7. Severability
If any Clause, or part of a Clause, of this Agreement, is found by any court or
administrative body of competent jurisdiction to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable,
the legality, validity or enforceability of the remainder of the Clause or Paragraph
which contains the relevant provision shall not be affected, unless otherwise
stipulated under applicable law. If the remainder of the provision is not affected, the
Parties shall use all reasonable endeavours to agree within a reasonable time upon
any lawful and reasonable variations to the Agreement which may be necessary in
order to achieve, to the greatest extent possible, the same effect as would have
been achieved by the Clause, or the part of the Clause, in question.
8. Assignment
The Licensee must not assign any rights of this Agreement or the License, and no
assignment shall be binding without the prior written consent of the Licensor.
9. Waiver
The failure to exercise any right provided in this Agreement shall not be a waiver of
prior or subsequent rights.
10. No Variation Unless in Writing
No variation of this Agreement shall be effective unless made in writing and signed
by or on behalf of each of the Parties or by their duly authorised representatives.
11. Acceptance of this Agreement
The Licensee agrees and accepts this Agreement and obtains the License outlined
in this Agreement hereunder by selling, printing or otherwise using any of the
designs, logos or the name “Danheim” on any sort of merchandise or clothing
covered in this Agreement.
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